We demonstrate the ability of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to mitigate systematics in the virial scaling relation and produce dynamical mass estimates of galaxy clusters with remarkably low bias and scatter. We present two models, CNN 1D and CNN 2D , which leverage this deep learning tool to infer cluster masses from distributions of member galaxy dynamics. Our first model, CNN 1D , infers cluster mass directly from the distribution of member galaxy line-of-sight velocities. Our second model, CNN 2D , extends the input space of CNN 1D to learn on the joint distribution of galaxy line-of-sight velocities and projected radial distances. We train each model as a regression over cluster mass using a labeled catalog of realistic mock cluster observations generated from the MultiDark simulation and UniverseMachine catalog. We then evaluate the performance of each model on an independent set of mock observations selected from the same simulated catalog. The CNN models produce cluster mass predictions with log-normal residuals of scatter as low as 0.127 dex, a factor of three improvement over the classical M-σ power law estimator. Furthermore, the CNN model reduces prediction scatter relative to similar machine learning approaches by up to 20% while executing in drastically shorter training and evaluation times (by a factor of 30) and producing considerably more robust mass predictions (improving prediction stability under variations in galaxy sampling rate by 53%).
INTRODUCTION
Galaxy clusters are the most massive gravitationallybound structures in the universe. Clusters are complex, dark matter dominated systems of mass 10
14
M h −1 . Galaxy clusters dominate the high mass tail of the halo mass function and cluster number density is a highly sensitive probe of the growth of structure. Because of this distinction, measurements of galaxy cluster abundance as a function of mass and redshift are a major method to test cosmological models (e.g. Voit 2005; Allen et al. 2011; Mantz et al. 2015; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016; Elvin-Poole et al. 2018) .
Utilizing cluster abundance in precision cosmology requires a large, well-defined cluster sample and robust mass measurement methods. Furthermore, modern cluster measurement techniques are expected to place a strong emphasis on efficiency and automation, as the wealth of detailed cluster data is expected to greatly increase with current and upcoming surveys such as DES, LSST, WFIRST, and Euclid (Dodelson et al. 2016) . Current methods infer cluster masses from one of several mass-dependent observables which occur at a variety of wavelengths, including the emission of X-rays by hot intracluster gas (e.g. Mantz et al. 2016; Giles et al. 2017) , the scattering of CMB photons on intracluster plasma (e.g. Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016) , the gravitational lensing of background light (e.g. Applegate et al. 2014; McClintock et al. 2019) , and the properties of luminous member galaxies (Old et al. 2014) . Galaxy-based techniques probe clusters using multi-band and spectroscopic measurements, relating mass to cluster features such as richness (e.g. Yee & Ellingson 2003; Baxter et al. 2016; Old et al. 2014) , escape velocity profile (e.g. Diaferio & Geller 1997; Diaferio 1999; Gifford & Miller 2013) , and member dynamics (e.g. Gerke et al. 2005; Old et al. 2014) . For an extensive review and comparison of galaxy-based techniques, see Old et al. (2014) .
Dynamical mass measurements are a broad classification of galaxy-based techniques which infer cluster mass from the line-of-sight (LOS) velocity distribution of galaxies. The classical approach for dynamical measurements is the M-σ scaling relation, which connects a virialized cluster's total mass to the velocity dispersion of its galaxies via a power law (e.g. Evrard et al. 2008) . Dynamical measurements of this nature were famously used to infer the existence of dark matter in the Coma cluster (Zwicky 1933) . While historically significant, the M-σ makes several assumptions about clusters which are unreliable in practice, including spherical symmetry, gravitational equilibrium, and perfect member selection. In reality, proper modeling of clusters requires careful consideration of systematics such as dynamical substructure (e.g. Saro et al. 2013; Wojtak 2013; Old et al. 2018) , halo environment (e.g. White et al. 2010) , triaxiality (e.g. Skielboe et al. 2012; Saro et al. 2013; Svensmark et al. 2015) , and mergers (e.g. Evrard et al. 2008; Ribeiro et al. 2011 ). In addition, galaxy selection effects are a primary source of scatter in dynamical mass predictions, as the member sample can be incomplete or otherwise contaminated by unbound interloper galaxies (Saro et al. 2013; Old et al. 2015; Wojtak et al. 2018) . Modern applications of the M-σ relation mitigate these effects using complex membership modelling and interloper removal schemes (e.g. Wojtak et al. 2007; Farahi et al. 2016 Farahi et al. , 2018 Abdullah et al. 2018) .
Recently, a suite of machine learning (ML) algorithms have been used to reconstruct dynamical cluster masses. This class of methods often involves training a ML model on a large dataset of simulation-generated mock observations to then produce inference on unlabeled observations. Ntampaka et al. (2015 Ntampaka et al. ( , 2016 ) introduced a ML method to infer mass from the full LOS velocity distribution of cluster members. This method attempts to capture higher-order features of the velocity distribution using a Support Distribution Machine (SDM; Sutherland et al. 2012 ) and has been shown to reduce scatter of traditional dynamical mass predictions (M-σ) by a factor of two. Armitage et al. (2019a) applied a variety of simple regression models on a hand-built feature set of dynamics observables to achieve similar error margins. Calderon & Berlind (2019) regressed mass on a list of cluster properties via several more complex ML models (XGBoost, Random Forests, and neural networks) to ultimately achieve prediction improvements comparable to previous ML approaches. Calderon & Berlind (2019) also includes a brief discussion on the impacts of simulation assumptions on ML model fitting and produces preliminary predictions on cluster observations from SDSS.
In this paper, we introduce a novel deep learning methodology for measuring cluster masses from galaxy dynamics. The core of our model is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), a deep learning tool which has received considerable attention for its applications in image recognition. We utilize Kernel Density Estimators (KDEs) to create phase-space mappings of each cluster's galaxy dynamics distribution which serve as 'image' inputs to our CNNs. We train CNNs as a regression over logarithmic cluster mass using a catalog of realistic mock observations. We then use the trained CNN models to perform inference on unseen mock test data to evaluate model performance. This paper is organized into the following sections: In §2, we discuss our simulation, galaxy labeling, and mock observation procedures.
In §3, we discuss the background and methodology surrounding application of our machine learning algorithm. In §4, we describe details of several comparative methods which will serve as a baseline for evaluating the performance of our model. In §5, we discuss performance metrics and evaluate the performance of our model. We summarize conclusions in §6. Lastly, we provide an appendix describing the explicit calculations of our mock observables ( §A). Upon publication of this manuscript, the code developed for this analysis will be made publicly available on Github 1 .
DATASET
In this section, we discuss the creation of our dataset, namely the calculation of mock cluster observations. Clusters and galaxies are modeled as dark matter halos present in a z = 0.117 snapshot of the MultiDark Planck 2 N -body simulation (Klypin et al. 2016) . Simulated clusters are converted to realistic mock observables in agreement with the simulation's original cosmology. Mock cluster observations are designed to include realistic systematics which would impact dynamical mass estimates.
Simulation and Galaxy Assembly
The mock observations were created using data from the MultiDark Planck 2 simulation (MDPL2; Klypin et al. 2016) . MDPL2 is a large N -body dark matter simulation which evolves 3840 3 particles from z = 120 to z = 0 within a box length of 1 Gpc/h and at a mass resolution of 1.51 × 10 9 M /h. The force resolution varies from 13 kpc/h at high z to 5 kpc/h at low z. The simulation is executed using the publicly available L-GADGET-2 code (Springel 2005) and uses a ΛCDM cosmology consistent with 2013 Planck data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) : Ω Λ = 0.693, Ω m = 0.307, h = 0.678, n = 0.96, σ 8 = 0.8228.
Clusters and their member galaxies are modeled as host halos and subhalos, respectively. We generate a halo catalog from MDPL2 simulation data using the ROCKSTAR halo finder (MDPL2 Rockstar; Behroozi et al. 2013) , performing hierarchical friends-of-friends (FOF) clustering in the six-dimensional space of positions and velocities of dark matter particles. The MDPL2 Rockstar catalog identifies host halos and subhalos within the MDPL2 simulation at sequential redshift snapshots throughout the simulation evolution. Clusters are painted onto host halos, inheriting properties such as mass, radius, position, and velocity. Galaxies are painted onto subhalos using the galaxy assign-1 https://github.com/McWilliamsCenter/halo cnn ment procedure UniverseMachine (Behroozi et al. 2018) . UniverseMachine has the added feature of tracking the gravitational evolution of each galaxy's subhalo as it passes below the resolution limit of the ROCKSTAR halo finder, thereby increasing the population of simulated galaxies and improving the detail of our mock catalog. Member galaxies inherit position and velocity from their assigned subhalos. The mass definition applied for our simulated clusters is M 200c , calculated via spherical overdensities of 200 times the critical density of the MDPL2 simulation. Cluster overdensities are constructed from all dark matter particles within the FOF group of the cluster's host halo, regardless of subhalo membership.
We conduct this analysis on a publicly-available z = 0.117 snapshot of the MDPL2 simulation 2 . The MDPL2 Rockstar and UniverseMachine catalogs provide mass, comoving position and proper velocity information for host halos and subhalos. Host halos included in our sample are constrained to M 200c ≥ 10 13.5 M /h. Galaxy subhalos in our sample are restricted to a mass-ataccretion limit of M acc ≥ 10 11 M /h.
Contaminated Mock Observations
The mock observations are designed to model physical and selection effects inherent in real cluster measurements. The physical effects (cluster mergers, triaxiality), are encoded in the distributions of cluster members and surrounding material. The selection effects (interlopers) arise from non-member galaxies positioned along the LOS and with similar perceived LOS velocities to the host cluster. To account for these effects, the mock observations select samples of member galaxies by taking large, fixed-size cylindrical cuts positioned at the cluster center and oriented along the LOS axis. This cut allows information regarding interlopers and cluster shape to contaminate the sample. We will refer to the realistic mock observations as the contaminated catalog. A previous version of the mock observation procedure used in this paper is described in Ntampaka et al. (2016) .
In creating this set of mock cluster observations we make the following assumptions: (1) All subhalos tracked by UniverseMachine above M acc ≥ 10 11 M /h are assumed to represent a galaxy, with the galaxy inheriting its subhalo's position and velocity. (2) Host halos with mass M 200c ≥ 10 13.5 M /h are considered cluster candidates. (3) The cluster center is assumed to be known and consistent with the host halo's position and velocity. (4) The cluster is placed at z = 0.117 and an observer is placed at z = 0. Obstructions, lensing, and other observational artifacts are not accounted for.
Before observational cuts are calculated, the box is padded on each side to account for periodic boundary conditions. At each box face and edge, a slice of galaxy data is duplicated from across the periodic boundary. The padding width is calculated from simulation data and overestimated so as to not exclude any galaxies which might be captured in a cluster's cylinder cut. This analysis used a padding width of 112 Mpc/h. This creates a final padded cube of side length 1.224 Gpc/h.
Given a LOS axis, we determine cluster membership by first calculating the position and velocity observables for each cluster-galaxy pair. We calculate x proj , y proj , and v los for all galaxies around a cluster center, where x proj and y proj are projected plane-of-sky x and y -positions and v los is the net LOS velocity. The net velocity, v los , is given by the sum of the object's relative peculiar velocity and Hubble flow along the LOS. The quantities x proj , y proj , and v los are expressed as relative values to the cluster candidate's center. We also calculate the projected plane-of-sky radial distance R proj , defined as the Euclidean distance to the cluster center. For a full description of the calculation of these mock observables, see §A.
The cylindrical cuts are characterized by three fixed parameters, R aperture , v cut , and N min , which correspond to the cylinder's radial aperture in the x proj -y proj plane, the half-length along the v los -axis, and the minimum cluster richness, respectively. Galaxy subhalos which fall between the bounds R proj ≤ R aperture and |v los | ≤ v cut are included in the mock observation of the host cluster, whether or not they are truly gravitationally bound to the system. Following the cylindrical cut, cluster candidates which have less than N min galaxy subhalos are discarded from our sample. In this analysis, the cylinder parameters are chosen to be R aperture = 1.6 Mpc h −1 and v cut = 2500 km/s, corresponding to the typical radius and 2σ v of a 10 15 M h −1 massive halo. We use a richness cut of N min = 10. The cylindrical cut procedure is symmetric for azimuthal rotations about the LOS axis. This symmetry is taken into account when augmenting training data in §3.3. An example contaminated mock observation is shown in Fig. 1. 
Train/Test Split
We build a training set of mock cluster observations with a flat number density across all masses so as not to induce a bias in mass predictions. Due to a scarcity of simulated halos above M 200c ≥ 10 14.6 M h −1 (Fig. 2) , we must upsample clusters at high masses and downsample clusters at low masses in order to create a flat num- ber density. The sampling procedure is as follows: First, we choose a number density which will provide us with enough cluster examples to effectively train our model without overfitting. Here, we choose a flat training number density of 10 −5.2 . Next, each cluster in our catalog is evaluated at three orthogonal LOS projections, to capture as much independent information as possible before upsampling occurs. Then, clusters in an abundant mass region are downsampled to our chosen number density. Clusters in a scarce mass region are upsampled by taking additional LOS projections. Any additional LOS projections aside from the initial three are distributed with roughly even spacing on the unit sphere, according to a Fibonacci Lattice (González 2009 ). The average number of LOS samplings per cluster for the full training catalog is 2.91. The training set number density is shown in Fig. 2 .
The test catalog number density follows the theoretical HMF, so as to evaluate our model under realistic measurement conditions. The test set consists of three orthogonal LOS projections of each cluster in our catalog. We restrict our testing mass range to 14 able mean-reversion edge effects. The test set number density is shown in Fig. 2 .
Summary
The dataset generation can be summarized with the following procedure:
1. MDPL2 and UniverseMachine provide position, velocity, and mass information for dark matter halos and subhalos at a chosen redshift z = 0.117. Host halos are considered to be cluster candidates if M 200c ≥ 10 13.5 M /h. Subhalos represent galaxies if they have a mass at accretion of M acc ≥ 10 11 M /h. Cluster centers are assumed to be known and consistent with the host halo's position and velocity.
2. The simulation box is padded along each side to account for periodic boundaries. The padding width used in this analysis is overestimated at 112 Mpc/h.
3. Each cluster candidate's center is placed at z = 0.117 and an observer is placed at z = 0. The quantities x proj , y proj , and v los are calculated for each cluster-member pair using the procedure described in Eq. (A1)-(A8).
4. For the contaminated catalog, the mock observations consist of all galaxies within a cylinder cut of fixed radius R aperture and length 2v cut centered at each cluster center in {x proj , y proj , v los }-space. For the pure catalog, all galaxies within the virial radius of a given cluster are included in its mock observation. For both the pure and contaminated catalog, all cluster candidates below a minimum richness of 10 galaxies are discarded.
5. Training and test sets are created from the mock observation catalogs. The training set has a flat number density in an effort to mitigate prediction bias. The test set follows the simulation's theoretical HMF. We sample the cluster catalog to match these number density trends accordingly. Upsampling involves repeating steps 3-4 from multiple projected LOS.
METHOD
In this section, we discuss the deep learning methodology used to infer masses from cluster member galaxy dynamics. Our first model, CNN 1D , uses the distribution of galaxy line-of-sight velocities {v los } to infer cluster mass. This model is then extended to CNN 2D by incorporating the projected plane-of-sky radius R proj as an additional input dimension. In §3.1 we discuss how catalog data is preprocessed to serve as input to our deep learning architectures. We then describe our machine learning model in §3.2 and our training/evaluation procedures in §3.3.
Preprocessing
We use Kernel Density Estimators (KDEs) to construct mappings of each cluster's member galaxy distribution in dynamical phase-space. Estimated PDF mappings generated with KDEs can sufficiently encapsulate features of the underlying member distribution necessary to infer cluster mass while remaining relatively invariant to variations in galaxy sampling rate. These mappings serve as direct input to our machine learning model.
Kernel Density Estimation
Given a univariate, independent and identically distributed sample {x i } of length n drawn from some unknown distribution with density f , we can derive an expression for the estimated PDFf using a KDE.
where K is a kernel function and h is the kernel bandwidth. The kernel function is non-negative, integrates to unity, and is often chosen to be the standard normal distribution (Gaussian KDE). The kernel bandwidth is Figure 3 . Six example contaminated clusters randomly selected from evenly-spaced mass bins. Each column shows the 1D and 2D normalized PDFs generated from each cluster's member distribution using a Gaussian KDE. The title of each plot gives the true log 10 [M200c (M h −1 )] value assigned to each cluster. The populations of true members (blue) and interlopers (red) are superimposed on the 2D PDFs, though it is important to note that this information is not passed to the CNN models. The 1D and 2D PDFs shown here are estimated using Gaussian KDEs with a bandwidth factor of 0.25. The 1D PDFs are equivalent to the 2D PDFs marginalized over Rproj.
a smoothing parameter, which we will assign to scale linearly with the sample standard deviation h = h 0σx .
Product kernel estimators are used to estimate multivariate PDFs. Product kernels use the same univariate kernel in each dimension, but with a possibly different smoothing bandwidth for each dimension. Given a multivariate, independent and identically distributed sample {(x 0 i , . . . , x d i )} of length n and dimension d drawn from some unknown distribution with density f , a product kernelf can be written aŝ
where K is the kernel function (like the standard normal), x = (x 0 , . . . , x d ) is the evaluation point, and {h i } is the set of smoothing bandwidths. The smoothing bandwidths scale with the sample's standard deviation along their respective dimension h i = h 0 σ i . The bandwidth scaling factor h 0 is a constant coefficient applied to all smoothing bandwidths. For a comprehensive discussion of univariate and product kernels see Scott (2015, chap. 6 ).
Model Input
The CNN 1D model learns on cluster {v los } distributions estimated using a univariate Gaussian KDE. We know from the M-σ relation that the shape of the {v los } distribution contains information regarding the cluster mass. The set of cluster PDFs are generated at a fixed bandwidth scaling factor of h 0 = 0.25. We sample each {v los } PDF at 48 evenly-spaced points across the cylinder cut, producing a fixed-length vector describing the distribution. Normalizing this vector to unity produces our input for the CNN 1D model. Examples of the normalized {v los } PDF vector are shown in Fig. 3 . The CNN 2D model uses a bivariate product kernel estimator to form a joint {v los , R proj } distribution. Similar to the M-σ relation, the R proj distribution is descriptive of cluster mass (Ntampaka et al. 2016; Armitage et al. 2019a ). In addition, the joint {v los , R proj } shows clustering behavior of true member and interloper populations ( Fig. 1 and 3 ). We create a bivariate product kernel estimator for each clusters {v los , R proj } distribution with a fixed bandwidth scaling factor h 0 = 0.25. We sample the PDF at 48 × 48 points regularly spaced across the {v los , R proj } phase space. This produces a 48 × 48 array which we then normalize to unity. This array serves as input to the CNN 2D model and is demonstrated in Fig.  3 .
Models
The foundations of our mass estimators are Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). CNNs are a class of feed-forward deep neural networks which have garnered considerable attention recently for its applications in computer vision. CNNs have convolutional layers that learn patterns on subsets of data. The objective of this approach is to allow convolutional layers to learn and correct for observational constraints such as interlopers and cluster mergers.
Deep Learning
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are a group of supervised machine learning methods which encompass CNNs. DNNs have been shown to be able to learn complex, non-linear relationships between fixed-length input and output arrays (LeCun et al. 2015) and have been met with a plethora of applications in observational cosmology (e.g. Dieleman et al. 2015; Hoyle 2016; Lanusse et al. 2018; Ntampaka et al. 2018) . Within a DNN, input and output are related through a sequence of con-nected neuron layers. The neurons of each layer are connected to neurons of adjacent layers through a multitude of directed, weighted connections. During evaluation, each neuron produces numerical output by taking a linear combination of values from its incoming connections and subjecting the result to a non-linear activation function. In the simplest case of a feed-forward DNN, the neuron layers are evaluated in sequence, passing information from layer to layer without recurrence. Stated in tensor notation, the output h (l) of the l-th layer of a feed-forward neural network can be described by the following
where W (l) is a dense matrix of weights, b (l) is a vector of additive biases, and f is the element-wise non-linear activation function (e.g. sigmoid). The set {W, b} constitute the model parameters for the DNN. We consider the layers 1 ≤ l ≤ L as part of the DNN architecture, whereas h (0) is the input vector and h (L) is the final, output vector.
DNNs are trained to relate input and output by optimizing connection weights between neuron layers. During model training, we evaluate the network on a set of inputs for which the true, desired output is known. We then calculate the model's prediction error by comparing the model's output to the true values using a loss function. We seek to minimize this prediction loss by exploring the parameter space of all connection weights using an iterative parameter optimization algorithm such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). SGD repeats its update procedure for many small, randomly-selected sets of training data until the loss function stops decreasing. At this point, one might evaluate the performance of the now-optimized network on a set of independent test data.
Introduced by LeCun et al. (1998) , CNNs are a subset of DNNs which mainly benefit from, and are named for, their use of convolutional layers. Unlike dense connections, in which each unit is connected to every unit of the previous layer, convolutional connections restrict units in one neural layer to receive information only from units within a small neighborhood of the previous layer, called a receptive field. This local receptive field method allows units to extract simple features from subsets of the input layer, the information from which can be combined to form higher-order features in subsequent layers. The input receptive fields of adjacent units within a convolutional layer often overlap, forming a contiguous transformation from input to output, akin to a convolution. The filter or feature extractor, the set of weights and biases which connect the small region of inputs to the output node, is shared across the entire input layer. This allows the same feature to be detected in different receptive fields across the input, while also reducing the complexity of the connection. The output of a filter applied to all regions of an input is called a feature map. A full convolutional layer often consists of multiple feature maps, each with different filters. A physical depiction of convolutional layers and their filters can be seen in Fig.  4 .
Convolutional layers within a CNN are often followed by a pooling layer. Pooling layers perform a downsampling operation intended to reduce the dimensionality of the convoluted feature maps. The downsampling operation functions in a similar manner to the convolutional filters, in that they execute on local receptive fields across the input. A common downsampling operation is max pooling, in which only the maximum activation from the local receptive field is passed to the next layer.
CNNs, and DNNs in general, use dropout layers as a type of stochastic regularization. Dropout layers randomly set some fraction of units from the previous layers equal to 0 during training. This forces the network to learn feature relationships through multiple neuron paths, reducing training time and preventing overfitting.
Typical simple CNN architectures consist of alternating convolutional and pooling layers followed by several dense connection layers. Each successive convolutional layer produces coarser, higher-order feature maps of the original input. The final dense layers relate the highestorder features to an output vector. CNNs use the same training procedure as discussed for DNNs.
Architecture
The CNN model architectures used in this analysis are shown in Fig. 4 . Both models use two convolutional layers followed by a max pooling layer, a dropout layer, and three dense layers. The inputs to the models are generated from KDEs as discussed in §3.1.2. Each model outputs a single variable y, which ranges from 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 and relates linearly to a mass prediction
where M min and M max are the minimum and maximum values for M 200c in our sample. All masses are expressed in units of M h −1 . The convolutional and dense layers in both architectures use a kernel normalization constraint and a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. The kernel constraint normalizes the weighting vector for the input of a given unit to a constant. The ReLU activation function has been shown to not saturate as much as conventional sigmoid functions (Nair & Hinton 2010) . The ReLU function is given by the simple form f (x) = max(x, 0).
The architectures for CNN 1D and CNN 2D are nearly identical, with an exception made for the first convolutional layer. In the first layer, both models use 1-D convolution filters of width 5 which pass over receptive fields along the v los axis with a stride of 1. The difference between these architectures is that the CNN 1D model's filters are of shape 5 × 1 while the CNN 2D model's filters are of shape 5 × 48. This is done to account for the difference in input shape between the two models. In the first neural layer, both models use 24 filters to create 24 feature maps of length 48. As a result, the outputs of the initial convolutional layers of both CNN 1D and CNN 2D are of shape 48 × 24.
Training and Evaluation
We train each model as a regression over the single output variable y (Eq. 4) using a mean squared error loss function. For our optimization procedure, we use the Adam protocol (Kingma & Ba 2014 ), a variant of SGD which accounts for momentum and adaptive learning rates in a straightforward, computationally efficient manner. We use a learning rate of 10 −3 and a decay rate of 10 −6 . We use a batch size of 100 samples and achieve loss convergence within 20 epochs.
We use a 10-fold cross-validation scheme to evaluate our model. For a given fold, we train on 9/10 of the cluster candidates in our catalog and test on the remaining, independent 1/10. This process cycles for 10 folds until predictions have been made for the entire test set. Cluster candidates are grouped along with their rotated LOS duplicates in the training-test split, such that we are never training and testing on the same cluster from different LOS. This ensures independence of training and testing data for each fold. On average, there are ∼10,000 training and ∼7,000 test cluster candidates for a given fold.
A validation set is constructed from a disjoint 10% random sampling of the independent test data. Fig. 5 shows training and validation loss curves for a single fold during the 20 epoch training procedure. The loss curves from both the CNN 1D and CNN 2D show gradual improvement throughout training evolution, indicating that neither model is overfitting.
The CNN models and training procedure are implemented using the Keras 3 library with a Tensorflow 4 backend. Each ML analysis was run on two Intel Haswell (E5-2695 v3) CPU nodes with 14 cores and 128GB of total RAM. The full 10-fold training procedure is executed to convergence in ∼10 minutes for both CNN architectures. The KDE generation and sampling process takes ∼ 73µs and ∼ 410µs per input, for CNN 1D and CNN 2D respectively Once the models are trained and the KDEs are sampled, evaluation time of either CNN neural architecture lasts ∼44 µs per input.
COMPARATIVE METHODS
In our comparative analysis, we discuss the performance of CNN 1D and CNN 2D relative to other dynamical mass estimation techniques, namely the classical M-σ and SDM (Ntampaka et al. 2015 (Ntampaka et al. , 2016 . Each of these models are evaluated in the context of the mock catalog described in §2.
M-σ
The M-σ scaling relation infers cluster mass from a single summary statistic, the galaxy velocity dispersion σ v . If we assume clusters to be stable, spherically symmetric, and purely evolving with gravity, we can derive the classical form of the M-σ from the kineticpotential energy equivalence described in the virial theorem. Stated with appropriate normalization for galaxy clusters, the M-σ is as follows: signifies the lower-bound mass cut used to perform the log-linear regression. Selection effects in the contaminated catalog introduce significant scatter and bias at low masses.
σ v can be conveniently taken to be the standard deviation of galaxy velocities projected along a single LOS. The parameter α captures information about the spatial distribution of mass in the spherical cluster and is generally fit with simulation (Evrard et al. 2008 ).
We perform an M-σ analysis on both the contaminated catalog described in §2.2 and a comparative, idealized pure catalog. Mock observations in the pure catalog are designed to neglect all member selection effects by assuming pure and complete cluster membership. Cluster member samples are constructed from all galaxies which are associated with the cluster's MDPL2 Rockstar FOF group. From this pure member sample, mock observables are calculated in the familiar manner ( §A). The pure cluster catalog is designed to mimic data products of optimal interloper-removal strategies, producing a lower limit on M-σ measurement scatter for modern dynamical mass estimation techniques. Conversely, the cylindrical cuts taken in the contaminated catalog are decidedly simpler than modern methods and thereby produce an upper limit on M-σ scatter.
We find best-fit parameters σ v,15 and α for both the pure and contaminated mock catalogs. We use a leastsquares linear regression model to fit the power law in log-space: log 10 (σ v ) = A log 10 (M 200c ) + B. As demonstrated in Fig. 6 , the contaminated cluster's M-σ relationship exhibits a departure from log-linear dependence at low masses, due primarily to the saturation of mock observations with unbound galaxies. This is a direct result of the fixed-size cylindrical cuts and was explored in Table 1 . Best-fit parameters for log-linear regression of M-σ in the pure and contaminated catalogs. Parameters are defined in the formalization of the M-σ given in eq. (5). The lognormal scatter is defined as the standard deviation of prediction residuals for clusters above the mass cut, M200c ≥ 10 14.5 M h −1 .
detail in Ntampaka et al. (2016) . When fitting the M-σ, we choose to take a linear regression above a mass cut of 10 14.5 M h −1 and subsequently extrapolate to lower masses. This mass cut is implemented for both the pure and contaminated M-σ regressions. In addition, both regressions use the flat number density training set described in §2.3.
The M-σ distribution for pure and contaminated catalogs is shown in Fig. 6 . Best-fit parameters are calculated for σ v,15 and α and are tabulated in Table 1 . We evaluate the lognormal scatter by taking the standard deviation of the residual δ for clusters above the mass cut.
where σ v,true is the true velocity dispersion for a given cluster and σ v,pred is its predicted velocity dispersion from its true mass and best-fit parameters σ v,15 and α.
The parameter values presented in Table 1 are repre-sentative of values previously derived from simulation (Evrard et al. 2008 ), but also exhibit variation due to differences in mock observation strategy. The M-σ predictions for both the pure and contaminated catalogs exhibit significant scatter. In the pure case, this scatter can be attributed to physical effects which distort cluster shape or mass distribution. Clusters are highly complex systems in which assumptions of gravitational equilibrium or spherical symmetry are unreliable. In practice, features such as dynamical substructure , halo environment (White et al. 2010) , cluster triaxiality (Svensmark et al. 2015) , and mergers (Ribeiro et al. 2011) act to increase the scatter of M-σ predictions. In the contaminated case, the prediction scatter is higher than the pure catalog due to the introduction of selection effects ). Realistic cluster observations may be incomplete or otherwise contaminated by interloper galaxies. In modern applications of the M-σ, complex membership modeling and interloper removal schemes may be applied to reduce the impact of selection effects (e.g. Wojtak et al. 2007; Farahi et al. 2016; Abdullah et al. 2018) , ideally producing predictions equivalent to our pure catalog. Our pure and contaminated predictions therefore define lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the scatter apparent in real M-σ predictions.
Support Distribution Machines
Support Distribution Machines (SDMs; Sutherland et al. 2012 ) are a class of machine learning algorithms which perform scalar regression over a set of probability distributions. SDMs effectively function as an extension of kernel support vector machine (SVM; Schölkopf & Smola 2002 ) regression, where non-linear input is mapped to a space of linear features via some kernel function. Each input to SDM is a variable-length set of i.i.d. samples chosen from an underlying probability distribution. The output is some continuous, scalar value quantifying something about the base probability distribution. SDMs are non-parametric and trained transductively, meaning the complexity of the model is directly proportional to the size of the dataset (train + test). The first application of SDMs to dynamical mass measurements was made in Ntampaka et al. (2015 Ntampaka et al. ( , 2016 , where SDMs were used to directly infer cluster mass from lists of galaxy velocities and positions. The SDM approach was effective in reducing M-σ prediction scatter by a factor of 2. Here, we evaluate SDM performance in the context of our catalog to serve as a baseline with which to compare our machine learning model.
Replicating our treatment of CNN models, we train SDMs on two types of cluster descriptions, the member {v los } distribution and the joint member {v los , R proj } distribution. We will appropriately refer to these as SDM 1D and SDM 2D , respectively. Each individual input to the SDM is a list of univariate or bivariate galaxy properties (velocities and/or radial positions). The length of each input list is variable and equal to the cluster richness. In this application of SDMs, we assume this list of galaxies is representative of some underlying probability distribution which varies with cluster mass.
Our implementation of SDM mirrors that of Ntampaka et al. (2016) . The kernel function employed in our SDM model is a Kullback-Leibler divergence, estimated using the k-nearest-neighbor method described in Wang (2009) with k = 3. We use three-fold cross-validation to find optimal values for SDM parameters C and σ, the loss function parameter and Gaussian kernel parameter, respectively. We evaluate the SDM models with ten-fold cross-validation and the training and test sets described in §2.3.
Analysis of each SDM model was run on two Intel Haswell (E5-2695 v3) CPU nodes with 14 cores each and 128GB of total RAM. Using the mock catalog described in §2, the full 10-fold transductive training and evaluation procedure executed in ∼6 hours for each SDM model.
RESULTS
The results presented in this section analyze the performance of our CNN models when evaluated on a catalog of mock cluster observations ( §2). Model performance is quantified in terms of predictive scatter, bias, log-normality, and robustness. We describe these metrics in the context of observational studies and discuss their implications in precision cosmology. We also include estimations of training and inference time and extrapolate to likely values for large-survey datasets. Using these metrics, we perform a comparative analysis with respect to other modern dynamical mass estimators described in §4. The complete list of investigated models presented in this section are summarized in Table 2. We find that the CNN models produce more accurate and robust mass estimates than all other investigated methods, with considerably shorter implementation times than SDM. Fig. 7 Table 2 . Summary of investigated models. In addition to the CNN models presented in this paper, we include other comparative dynamical mass estimates, including the traditional M-σ and a modern ML approach (SDM; Ntampaka et al. 2016) . We analyze the M-σ method under both a pure and contaminated catalog in order to provide lower and upper bounds on the scatter of general interloper-removal strategies. We include several culmulative statistics describing the error ( §5.1) and log-normality ( §5.2) of each model's mass predictions.
Predictive Performance
for a cluster of mass M true which is assigned a model prediction M pred . This metric is commonly employed in other observational studies (e.g. Armitage et al. 2019a,b; Calderon & Berlind 2019) and conveniently scales linearly with our model output y (Eq. 4). The mass definition used in this analysis is M true = M 200c . We further characterize model predictions by calculating cumulative statistics of the distribution, namely the median (˜ ), 16-84 percentile range (∆ ), and standard deviation scatter (σ ). The values of these statistics for CNN 1D and CNN 2D are tabulated in Table 2 . Note, these cumulative statistics are constructed from the test catalog and marginalized over true mass and are thereby weighted by the shape of the test catalog number density (Fig.  2 ). The CNN model predictions exhibit low scatter and bias across the test mass range. The residual scatter σ for CNN 2D predictions, 0.127 dex ( 30%), is considerably lower than for CNN 1D predictions, 0.171 dex ( 40%), indicating that the supplementary information about underlying galaxy distributions provided by R proj reduces scatter by 25% under the CNN framework. Each model's distribution shows a marginal trend towards higher scatter at low true mass which we attribute to a reduction of true members and a saturation of interlopers in the fixed cylindrical membership cut. CNN 2D predictions exhibit a slight, linear bias which is anticorrelated with true cluster mass. Fig. 8 plots the median and 16-84 percentile range of prediction residuals as a function of true mass for each investigated model listed in Table 2 . Each model is evaluated on the same contaminated mock catalog ( §2) except for M-σ pure which is evaluated on a catalog with perfect membership selection ( §4.1). The SDM and M-σ models serve as baselines for modern ML and interloperremoval schemes, respectively. Cumulative statistics for these comparative methods are listed in Table 2 . The prediction scatter measured for M-σ and SDM methods are consistent with literature (Evrard et al. 2008; Ntampaka et al. 2016) .
CNN models produce equivalent or better predictive performance than either pure or contaminated M-σ measurements. The simple M-σ contam model exhibits high bias and scatter, with exceptionally high deviation at low masses resulting from interloper saturation. The distribution of CNN 1D is virtually equivalent to that of M-σ pure , suggesting that CNN 1D is capable of achieving the same scatter as optimal interloper-removal algorithms. Whereas M-σ pure improves upon M-σ contam by eliminating selection systematics, the prediction improvements made by CNN 1D likely stem from a mitigation of both selection and physical effects. CNN 2D 's low scatter and bias relative to the pure and contaminated M-σ can be attributed to its use of R proj information. These results imply that the CNN models presented here may be preferable over modern M-σ-based interloper removal methods.
The SDM 1D and SDM 2D models are effective in reducing prediction scatter to below that of M-σ pure , but produce high prediction biases. Both SDM models observe significant deviations in median prediction˜ at various regions in the testing mass range. This is visible in Fig. 8 , where SDM 1D underpredicts low mass clusters and SDM 2D underpredicts high mass clusters. This behaviour may complicate applications in precision cosmology. The SDM biases measured here are consistent with results shown in Ntampaka et al. (2016) . Aside from these biases, both SDM 1D and SDM 2D produce lower prediction scatter σ than CNN 1D . This outcome is intuitive, considering that the KDE step in the CNN approach 'smooths out' distribution information which is potentially informative of cluster mass. However, CNN 2D is capable of overcoming this hindrance to produce a prediction scatter that is marginally lower than both SDM models. The improved complexity of CNN 2D is therefore capable of capturing mass-dependent features of cluster dynamics at least as well as applications of SDM. A notable behavioural difference between SDM and CNN models arises when considering the 1D, {v los }, and 2D, {v los , R proj }, datasets. SDM 2D exhibits higher prediction scatter than SDM 1D despite its access to more cluster information. This behavior was noted in Ntampaka et al. (2016) and explained by the reasoning that the applied mock catalog was too sparse to fully capture the complexities of the {v los , R proj } distribution. SDM's non-parametric model requires an abundant cluster sample to correctly compare and evaluate new test clusters. As the input distribution space increases, requirements of SDM training sample size grows exponentially. Alternatively, the CNN models are capable of learning features on subsets of the input distributions, using convolutions to reduce the space of possible inputs. While it is not yet clear what the data complexity limits are of the CNN approach, the CNN models investigated here show an ability to improve with supplementary input features, unlike SDM. This is a desirable feature for future studies seeking to expand our cluster descriptions Figure 8. Prediction residuals (Eq. 7) for CNN1D and CNN2D relative to comparative models (Table 2) , including the traditional M-σ and a modern ML approach (SDM; Ntampaka et al. 2016) . For clarity, comparisons with various are shown on separate rows, in the order of with additional observables (e.g. lensing or X-ray measurements). CNN 1D and CNN 2D reduce the prediction scatter σ of the contaminated M-σ measurements by 55% and 66%. When compared to the idealized M-σ, these models show 6% and 30% improvement respectively. CNN 2D shows lower scatter than the best SDM model, reducing the error margin of SDM 1D by 20%. The prediction improvements of CNN are comparable to those noted in other ML approaches (e.g. Armitage et al. 2019a; Calderon & Berlind 2019) . This analysis suggests that CNN 1D and CNN 2D are capable of capturing mass-dependent input features and are effective models of cluster dynamics distributions. Under the assumptions made by the simulated catalog listed in §2.2, CNN 2D is the most accurate predictor of dynamical cluster masses among the above investigated models.
Log-normality
Mass estimators with non-Gaussian prediction likelihoods can introduce bias in cosmological analyses based on cluster counts (Erickson et al. 2011; Weinberg et al. 2013) . We seek to characterize the non-Gaussianity of predictions made by CNN and other comparative methods in order to estimate their impact on halo abundance calculations. We follow a formalism introduced by Shaw et al. (2010) whereby we model the observable-mass relation for a fixed redshift by an Edgeworth expansion,
where x = ( − ) /σ is the normalized logarithmic residual, G is the standard normal distribution, and γ and κ are the skewness and kurtosis of the x distribution, respectively. For a power-law mass function [dn/d ln M ] ∝ M −α , cluster abundance measurements can be expressed as
where M pred is defined in terms of M h −1 , σ is the logarithmic prediction scatter (in %), and (dn/d ln M pred ) 0 is the abundance for a purely log-normal x distribution (Weinberg et al. 2013) . From eq. 9, we can estimate the systematic uncertainty in cluster abundance measurements from the mass estimator cumulants σ, γ, and κ. Table 2 lists the log-normality descriptors for each model's mass predictions. Fig. 9 draws the PDF of the normalized residual distribution for each investigated model. From these statistics, we see that the PDF of each model's prediction residuals is roughly Gaussian. For a typical power-law mass distribution of slope α = 2, the impact of non-Gaussian uncertainty on abundance measurements is ≤ 7% for all models except M-σ contam . M-σ contam 's high systematic uncertainty (55%) is primarily driven by its large scatter σ = 0.378 dex. CNN 1D predictions produce a systematic uncertainty of 4.2%, lower than both SDM 1D (6.5%) and SDM 2D (4.9%). CNN 2D produces the lowest non-Gaussian systematic uncertainty of all investigated models at 1.1%, slightly below that of the idealized M-σ pure at 1.6%.
Sampling Variation
We seek to quantify the robustness of our model predictions under variations in galaxy sampling rate. In practice, this is a measure of the reliability of our mass estimates when some fraction of galaxies are indistinguishable or otherwise not observable. We construct subsampled mass deviation (r) as a measurement of prediction stability. For each model, we define M Figure 10 . Subsampled mass deviation (x) (Eq. 10) at a range of sampling rates 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 for CNN1D, CNN2D, and comparative models (Table 2) . Subsampled mass deviation is a measure of how model predictions 'drift' when galaxies are randomly removed from the input. The CNN models as plotted here show low prediction drift under variations in galaxy sampling rate relative to other models. These deviation trends are independent of original cluster mass and richness. Distributions are binned and shown at their median and 16-84 percentile range. For clarity, model comparisons with M-σ (left) and SDM (right) are shown on separate plots.
ber galaxies is randomly subsampled at a rate of r without replacement. We choose to subsample randomly so as not to introduce new selection effects. The number of possible subsampled galaxy combinations can be intractably high, so we will generally use the average subsampled mass predictionM (r) pred , calculated from a fixed number of subsampled combinations. For each cluster, we average mass predictions from ten different galaxy subsamplings to assign a single measurement ofM 
Subsampled mass deviation measures how much a model's predictions 'drift' on average under fluctuations in sampling rate. Mass measurements which have a high reliance on cluster richness will show a strong correlation between r and (r) . While accurate, these models may fail when sampling rate is not well constrained. We construct a cumulative statistic˜ (6-8) ± ∆ (6-8) which describes the median and 16-84 percentile scatter of all (r) measurements within 0.6 ≤ r ≤ 0.8. This measurement aims to characterize the bias and scatter involved with using each of the investigated models when the sampling rate is allowed to vary uniformly between 60-80%. In doing so, we capture the effects of both intrinsic scatter and richness dependence within our models' predictions. Ideal model performance involves producing low values of |˜ (6-8) | and ∆ (6) (7) (8) . Regardless of model performance, we expect sampling mass fraction to deviate strongly from (r) = 0 as r → 0 + due to loss of input information.
Measurements of (r) for the CNN and M-σ models are constructed via inductive learning, i.e. by optimizing model parameters on fully-sampled training data and subsequently inferring masses for subsampled test data. Due to the transductive nature of SDM, both train and test data have an impact on SDM model fitting and must be used jointly in the learning procedure. We fit numerous iterations of SDM models, each trained on the same fully-sampled training data and evaluated on a unique set of sampled test data. For a single iteration, each cluster in the test dataset is subsampled by the same fraction r. This is done to mimic realistic observation conditions; each iteration corresponds to observation conditions where the galaxy observation rate is fixed at x. Consolidating the mass predictions made by each SDM iteration and comparing them to the fullysampled r = 1 predictions produces estimations of (r) for the range of possible sampling rates. Fig. 10 shows the subsampled mass deviation distribution for the investigated ML models and the traditional M-σ as a function of sampling rate r. These sampling variation trends are independent of true sample richness or mass. Cumulative statistics for these distributions are calculated in Table 3 . As expected, each model tends to deviate strongly from (r) = 0 at low r due to loss of input information. At sampling rates r < 0.2, we see sharp changes in (r) , suggesting that r = 0.2 marks a considerable loss of cluster structure information. Below this threshold, dynamical mass measurements may encounter considerable difficulty in resolving the necessary information to make accurate mass predictions.
CNN 1D and CNN 2D have nearly identical sampling variation curves, with CNN 2D exhibiting slightly less scatter.
(r) in the CNN models shows a slight correlation with sampling fraction, suggesting that the CNNs derive some indirect information from sample richness. For a sampling rate chosen uniformly between 0.6 and 0.8, the sampled mass predictions for CNN 1D or CNN 2D can be expected to vary within a ±1σ interval of 85-110% or 89-108% of their fully-sampled prediction, respectively. Both CNN models converge to negative values of (0) , demonstrative of a model output of y = 0 (Eq. 4).
The M-σ models show very high sampling variation relative to the CNNs. The width of the (r) scatter for the M-σ models increases as more cluster members are randomly removed. Both M-σ models converge to low values of (0) , with M-σ contam having higher sampling variation scatter due to the presence of interlopers. Fig. 10 infers the argument that the CNN models are much less sensitive to sampling variation than M-σ approaches.
The SDM models exhibit considerably different sampling variation between the 1D and 2D versions. SDM 2D shows high scatter which scales with x and has a bias artifact at x = 0.2. This bias is likely a result of SDM 2D 's inability to capture higher-order features in the extensive {v los , R proj }-space; the model behavior changes at loss of structure information. The (r) distribution for SDM 1D produces low scatter but a high correlation with sampling rate. Under circumstances of uncertain sampling rate, this sampling rate dependence adds considerable error to mass predictions, as exemplified by the high value of ∆ (6−8) in Table 2 . Table 3 . Cumulative statistics of robustness measurements for all investigated models listed in Table 2 .
The CNN models display the lowest 6-8 sampling deviation scatter of all investigated models, reducing the 6-8 residual ranges of the best M-σ and SDM models by up to 53%. This robust behavior is primarily driven by the KDEs used to normalize CNN model input, which are relatively insensitive to variations in sample number count. The CNN estimators presented in this paper are shown to be robust under fluctuations in sampling rate.
Training and Evaluation Time
The final performance metrics we will consider are estimations of training and evaluation time. While of secondary importance to prediction error, fast implementation and execution is a advantageous quality of cluster measurements, especially when analyzing large datasets. As the abundance of high-quality data continues to increase (Dodelson et al. 2016) , mass modelling methods are expected to improve computational efficiency.
In the analysis presented here, we have seen that implementation of the CNN approach is significantly faster than SDM. The full cross-validation training-andevaluation procedure run on the catalog described in §2.2 lasts approximately 10 minutes with CNN models and 6 hours with SDM. This discrepancy is considerable, especially given that the practical datasets may be orders of magnitude larger than those discussed here. In general, CNN models are more computationally efficient than SDMs. SDMs are non-parametric and transductive (Sutherland et al. 2012) , meaning that the model complexity and evaluation procedure scales as the number of train+test points. The training and evaluation steps for SDM influence one another, implying that fitted SDM models need to be retrained upon encountering new unlabeled test data. These attributes may be undesirable in practice, where the test examples may scale up to terabytes of data. In comparison, CNN mod-els undergo surpervised, inductive learning procedures, where training and evaluation are independent calculations. The complexity of CNNs are fixed by the chosen neural architecture. In recent years, deep neural models such as CNNs have benefited from the increased use of GPUs, which speed-up evaluations of neural architecture considerably (LeCun et al. 2015) . CNNs find use in applications where data is overwhelmingly abundant. Under these conditions, other models such as SDM may be intractable.
CONCLUSION
We present a novel machine learning method for inferring dynamical masses of galaxy clusters. Our method leverages the use of CNNs to model complex cluster substructure and to mediate systematics of traditional dynamical mass measurements. We learn cluster mass directly from distributions of galaxy kinematics, namely line-of-sight velocity (v los ) and projected radial distance to the cluster center (R proj ). We employ Kernel Density Estimators (KDEs) to create normalized heatmap 'images' of these distributions which serve as input to our deep neural architecture. Using this set of inputs, we train CNNs as a regression over a single output variable, the logarithmic cluster mass (log 10 [M 200c (M h −1 )]). We then assign cluster mass predictions to unseen test data via inductive inference. This paper discusses two versions of this method named CNN 1D and CNN 2D for their respective learned input spaces {v los } and {v los , R proj }.
We train and evaluate our model using a catalog of realistic mock cluster observations constructed from dark matter simulation. The mock observations determine cluster membership via a simplistic cylindrical cut of fixed aperture (R aperture = 1.6 Mpc h −1 ) and velocity cut (v cut = 2500 km s −1 ). We use a ten-fold crossvalidation scheme to rigorously test our models on independent mock observations. We perform a comparative analysis of our models' performances with respect to several baselines including the realistic and idealized M-σ and a similar ML method (SDM; Ntampaka et al. 2015 Ntampaka et al. , 2016 . The findings of our analysis are summarized as follows:
• CNN 1D and CNN 2D produce mass predictions with low scatter and bias in the mass range 14 ≤ log 10 [M 200c (M h −1 )] ≤ 15. We see that CNN 2D reduces the error margin of CNN 1D by 25%, suggesting that the supplemental R proj input is informative of cluster mass. Training and validation loss curves do not indicate overfitting.
• CNN 1D and CNN 2D reduce the error margin of simplistic, contaminated M-σ measurements by 55% and 66%, respectively. We compare our models to an M-σ measurement with perfect member selection (pure and complete) and observe that CNN 1D and CNN 2D reduce prediction error by 6% and 30%, respectively.
• CNN methods show improved predictive performance relative to SDM (Ntampaka et al. 2015 (Ntampaka et al. , 2016 ) and other ML approaches (Armitage et al. 2019a ). In our comparison, CNN 2D reduces the error of SDM by 20%.
• Mass predictions from CNN models have lognormal residuals. Non-gaussianity estimates of CNN 2D produce lower systematic uncertainty in cluster abundance measurements than all other investigated models (1.1%).
• CNN methods are robust under input sampling variation. Relative to M-σ and SDM, predictions made by CNN models show the lowest prediction variation when inputs are randomly subsampled. This is a desirable model property, especially under conditions where some unknown fraction of galaxies are indistinguishable or otherwise not observable.
• For either CNN model, the 20-epoch training procedure of a single fold with ∼10, 000 labeled inputs lasts about one minute. For each test input, average evaluation time can be broken down into KDE generation time (73µs for CNN 1D and 410µs for CNN 2D ) and network evaluation time (44µs for either model). The entire training and evlauation procedure for CNN models is considerably faster than that of SDM (∼6 hours).
In conclusion, mass predictions produced by CNN methods have low, log-normal error relative to other dynamical mass estimates, are stable under input sampling variation, and are computationally efficient to implement and evaluate. The CNN approach presented here may be a preferred dynamical mass estimator under conditions where high-quality simulated data is abundant or where richness measurements are uncertain or expensive. Future work involving this approach would investigate CNN modeling with more complex data inputs and deeper neural architectures. These models could potentially consolidate information from a variety of measurements (spectroscopic, X-ray, microwave, etc.) to produce a complete, precise, and unbiased prediction of cluster mass.
